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But, looking at Helena’s current situation, afraid that she really can’t hold on to
return to her home.
Just when he did not know what to do, Helena weakly spoke: “How about ……
how about you use your phone to take a video of me …… I will …… I will say in
the video that my death is because I grew up with a congenital disease.”
“And your Wade family has …… nothing to do with it, so you do not …… need
to be so anxious …… to send me to the airport ……”
The most afraid of the future fall of the name of negative-hearted man
Morgan heart is a bit happy, but said, “Hey Helena, we do not mean this,
simply wants you to be able to return to your beloved motherland, do not let
you leave any regrets.”
Although Morgan said so, his hand has reached into his pocket, took out his
cell phone, and opened the video recording, and said to Helena: “But your
idea is really quite good.”
“In order to avoid misunderstanding of the people about this matter in the
future, it is still hard for you to explain the situation to everyone.”
Helena was not surprised that Morgan would do such a thing, so she turned to
the camera and spoke with difficulty: “Hello everyone …… I am Helena, …… I
grew up with congenital tetralogy of Fallot, and now the symptoms flare up
suddenly.”
“It may be difficult to survive this …… hope that people who see this video, do
not blame my death, on anyone.”
Hearing this, Morgan and Elder Wade sighed with relief at the same time.

And at this time, Helena’s eyes were red and she seriously said, “In addition to
that, I would like to plead with everyone to save my mother, who is now under
house arrest by Princess Olivia of the Nordic Royal Family!”
Immediately afterwards, Helena’s emotions were very excited as she angrily
denounced, “Olivia has deliberately placed my mother under house arrest in
order to force me to join the Wade family.”
“And force me to help the royal family attract the Wade family’s funds, and to
use her life and safety as blackmail to force me to give in!”
“I hope that Olivia, after seeing this video, can be pressured to restore my
mother’s personal freedom, and at the same time, I also implore to ask the
Nordic government to ensure my mother’s safety ……”
Speaking of this, Helena became even more emotional and sternly said, “I also
hope that after my death, the Nordic government can thoroughly investigate
the facts of Olivia’s crime!”
“A snake-hearted villain like her must not go unpunished, let alone become
the next queen of Northern Europe! She should be sent to prison and become
a criminal that people all over the world spit on!”
Morgan saw Helena emotional excitement, and even his body can not help
but tremble violently, panic to go forward to soothe: “Helena you must not be
excited, now or the most important is your body!”
Helena looked at Morgan, smiled sadly, and spoke, “It’s OK, that’s it! When I
die, please publish the whole video, that would be a big favor to me.”
Morgan awkwardly coughed twice and said, “Cough cough, should be should
be, just a hand up, by the way, how are you feeling?”
Helena smiled hard: “Feel like a stalled plane, is falling fast, and the moment it
hits the ground, everything will be relieved ……”

The side of Zhongquan busy said, “Helena, you still try to hold on, if you can
hold on to Northern Europe, it would be best, to Northern Europe, there may
be a chance to see your mother again.”
Helena shook her head gently and said weakly, “I may not be able to hold on,
but you guys don’t have to worry, with the video I just recorded, even if I die
now, you guys don’t have to take any responsibility.”
Hearing this, Zhongquan’s nervousness instantly relaxed a lot.
At this moment, the monitor next to Helena emitted an ear-piercing warning
sound, and her blood pressure, heart rate, and blood oxygen indicators were
all dropping dramatically.
When Director Morris saw this situation, he hurriedly shouted to several
doctors who were packing up their things, “The patient’s situation is critical,
prepare for first aid!”
Helena waved her hand with difficulty and whispered, “Don’t bother, please
leave me this last bit of decency ……”
Director Morris looked at Zhongquan and opened his mouth to ask, “Master,
what do you mean?”
Zhongquan sighed and said, “Follow Princess Helena’s wish!”
After saying that, he did not want to continue to stay in this kind of
atmosphere depressing resuscitation room, so he turned around and walked
out.
The old man like his age, the most afraid of such occasions, even if lying there
to receive resuscitation is not himself, will always make him unconsciously
associated it with himself.

Seeing Zhongquan going out, Morgan hesitated for a moment and said
offhandedly to Director Morris: “Director Morris! I think we should definitely
salvage! Otherwise, in case the Nordic royal family does an autopsy and finds
out that we did not rescue with care at the last moment.”
“They may use this handle to attack us and say that we did not do a good job
……”
Speaking of which, Morgan stifled: “In that case, wouldn’t we have to carry a
fcuking black pot again?

